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Kemet API is a Java library based on the list of Gardiner's
transcription of the Middle Egyptian hieroglyphs and that
is presented in the book by Stephan Seifert: "A complete
guide to Hieroglyphs". Kemet API is an object oriented
library. Kemet API requires Java 5 or Java 6 and offers
classes for hieroglyphs. Kemet API requires the following
optional packages: jedis(or anything which has a JDBC
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driver) jdk. javax.swing. javax.swing.table
javax.swing.text. com.sun.java.swing.
com.sun.swing.table. karendo. KemetAPI is an
implementation of the Cary, Fowler, and Hoover (CFH)
hieroglyph transcription, including linear forms. It is
based on the Gardiner, Fowler and Brown and Stucky
(GFB/S) transcription but uses Carter's (n.d.) analysis.
Gardiner's book (2013) contains an explanation of the
transcription, and the dictionary is available online.
Kemetic API Description: Kemet API Description:
KemetAPI is a Java library based on the Gardner, Fowler,
and Hoover (GFH) transcription of the Hieroglyphs and
offers classes for hieroglyphs. The GFH transcription is a
joint publication of all 3 authors. KemetAPI is an object
oriented library. KemetAPI requires Java 5 or Java 6 and
offers classes for hieroglyphs. KemetAPI requires the
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following optional packages: jedis(or anything which has
a JDBC driver) jdk. javax.swing. javax.swing.table
javax.swing.text. com.sun.java.swing.
com.sun.swing.table. karendo. KemetAPI is an
implementation of the Cary, Fowler, and Hoover (CFH)
hieroglyph transcription, including linear forms. It is
based on the Gardiner, Fowler and Brown and Stucky
(GFB/S) transcription but uses Carter's (n.d.) analysis.
Kemetic API Description: Kemet API Description:
KemetAPI is a Java library based on the Gardner, Fowler,
and Hoover (GFH) hieroglyph transcription, including
linear forms. It is based on the Gardiner,
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It is possible to use the KeyMacro to make a change in the
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list of keys or even an insert/delete of a key. The
KeyMacro can be used to replace the existing "key" of the
variant with another "key" in the list. If you are looking
for a key, you can search by name. Example:
key="SEXY" list = list.findKey("SEXY") key="SEXY"
list = list.addKey("SEXY") key="SEXY" list =
list.findKey("SEXY") key="SEXY" list =
list.deleteKey("SEXY") key="SEXY" list =
list.findKey("SEXY") The KeyMacro can be used to
replace the existing "key" of a variant with a new "key".
Example: key="SEXY" list = list.findKey("SEXY")
key="TIGR" list = list.addKey("TIGR") key="SEXY" list
= list.findKey("SEXY") key="TIGR" list =
list.findKey("TIGR") key="SEXY" list =
list.deleteKey("SEXY") key="TIGR" list =
list.findKey("TIGR") KeyMacro are inserted to variants,
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when the key changes: key="SEXY" list =
list.addKey("SEXY") key="TIGR" list =
list.findKey("TIGR") key="SEXY" list =
list.deleteKey("SEXY") key="TIGR" list =
list.findKey("TIGR") I have made a example of what can
be done with the KeyMacro /** * This class represents a
transcription of an list of signs from the * KeyMacro
library. */ public class Transcription { /** * A list of signs
which were transcribed. */ private List> list = null; /** *
This is the name of the sign that was found. */
77a5ca646e
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Thanks to the lexical structure of the hieroglyphs of
Kemet, the software offers an easy way to transcribe and
translate them. It works with cuneiform, wedge and
alphabetic signs (Akkadian, Hittite, Ugaritic). It is also
possible to specify the text to be transcribed, the "targets"
the texts and the corpus to use for transcription. A basic
documentation and examples are available. Libraries: The
library is composed of four modules: com.kametheone.kemet - com.kametheone.core com.kametheone.tasks - com.kametheone.gui The
com.kametheone.kemet module contains the Java classes
to instantiate and customize the methods. The
com.kametheone.core module contains the Java classes to
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manage and run the tasks and the other classes used by the
application. The com.kametheone.tasks module contains
the Java classes to manage the tasks. The
com.kametheone.gui module contains the GUI classes.
The documentation of the API is available in
com.kametheone.doc. Kametheone Creator Description:
The Kametheone Creator is a software designed to help
the editor with the creation of Kemet. Features: It offers a
set of tools to facilitate the creation and editing of Kemet
characters, hieroglyphs, orthography, logography... It is
based on the Kametheone project. Libraries: The
Kametheone Creator is composed of the following
modules: - com.kametheone.creator.base com.kametheone.creator.logo com.kametheone.creator.phonetics com.kametheone.creator.phonology -
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com.kametheone.creator.phonotactics com.kametheone.creator.signs Kametheone Dictionary
Description: The Kametheone Dictionary is a dictionary
that will help you in the search and interpretation of the
hieroglyphs of Kemet. Features: The Kametheone
Dictionary will offer you suggestions of vocabulary to
transcribe the hieroglyphs you want. It will be possible to
look up multiple meanings of each hieroglyph, with more
than
What's New in the Kemet API?

"A Java Library to transcribe middle Egyptian
hieroglyphs" In today's world, middle Egyptian, also
known as The Rosetta Stone is one of the most important
archeological finds. It allowed scientists and
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archaeologists to decipher ancient Egyptian text, to read
and understand their history and their religions. Moreover,
because of its sheer amount of information, it also
revealed some important scientific discoveries about early
civilization. Now, with Kemet API you can decipher
middle Egyptian hieroglyphs by yourself. You can
develop applications that help to decipher hieroglyphs as
in the case of hieroglyphs translator. In addition, Kemet
API makes it possible to print hieroglyphs to any kind of
paper or display them on an LCD screen. Kemet API
Features: The Kemet API is a Java library and it can be
used to transcribe and print hieroglyphs. It is a native Java
library that supports Unicode and UTF-8. Kemet API
includes three classes: Gardiner - Encodes a given middleegyptian hieroglyph. Transcription - Provides the
possibility to transcribe the hieroglyphs into phonetic
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transcription. Hieroglyph - Provides the possibility to
print the hieroglyph on a screen. Kemet API is a Java
library which introduces the transcription of hieroglyphs
based on the list of Gardiner's signs (middle Egyptian).
This library will offer you the possibility to transcribe
hieroglyphs. Kemet API Description: "A Java Library to
transcribe middle Egyptian hieroglyphs" In today's world,
middle Egyptian, also known as The Rosetta Stone is one
of the most important archeological finds. It allowed
scientists and archaeologists to decipher ancient Egyptian
text, to read and understand their history and their
religions. Moreover, because of its sheer amount of
information, it also revealed some important scientific
discoveries about early civilization. Now, with Kemet API
you can decipher middle Egyptian hieroglyphs by
yourself. You can develop applications that help to
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decipher hieroglyphs as in the case of hieroglyphs
translator. In addition, Kemet API makes it possible to
print hieroglyphs to any kind of paper or display them on
an LCD screen. Kemet API Features: The Kemet API is a
Java library and it can be used to transcribe and print
hieroglyphs. It is a native Java library that supports
Unicode and UTF-8. Kemet API includes three classes:
Gardiner - Encodes a given middle-egyptian hieroglyph.
Transcription - Provides the possibility to transcribe the
hieroglyphs into phonetic transcription. Hieroglyph Provides the possibility to print the hieroglyph on a
screen. Documentation
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System Requirements For Kemet API:

Intel-compatible processor with SSE2 instruction set
(x86-compatible CPUs are acceptable), or an equivalent
64-bit processor. Windows Vista (32/64-bit) with DirectX
10.0 compliant hardware. A graphics adapter that
complies with Microsoft's Hardware Requirements for
Windows Vista. For more information, see Windows XP
(32/64
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